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Roadmap

• Meetings
• September
• November
• January

• Finished January 2019
• Outreach February-March

Figure 1: Decarbonization Targets Within the Building Sector
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Retrofits % GHG reduction below 1990 levels from the 
overall building stock:

2025: 20% GHG reductions from building sector 
2030: 40% GHG reductions from building sector

2045: 100% GHG reductions from building sector
•Increase the share of high efficiency heat pumps for space 
heating from 5% of sales in 2018, to 50% in 2025 and 100 % 
in 2030.
•Increase the share of high efficiency heat pumps for water 
heating from 1% of sales in 2018, to 50% in 2025 and 100 % 
in 2030.





Phasing

PHASE 1 
Market Readiness: Today demand for and supply of building decarbonization 
measures is minimal. To ready the market, reverse these conditions through 
ambitious targets, policy alignment, coordinated marketing, retail price 
reductions, clear signals to suppliers and coalition building. 
PHASE 2 
Market Deployment: Once readied, deployment of building decarbonization 
measures can be accelerated through support of the full- supply chain via 
mid- and upstream incentives to manufacturers and builders and financing 
solutions ready to reach all customers, including underserved communities. 
PHASE 3 
Scaling the Market: Leverage the success of Phases 1 and 2 to reach scale 
through downstream incentives, grid integration, and targeted solutions for 
hard to reach customers. 



Barriers to Electrification



Roadmap Goals
Goal 1: Build customer, builder, contractor and policy-maker awareness 
and interest in decarbonization.
Goal 2: Ensure that customers receive a good value from adopting 
building decarbonization measures.
Goal 3: Ensure that building decarbonization provides a better value to 
builders and contractors than fossil-fuel heating.
Goal 4: Prepare supply-chains and delivery agents are to meet rising 
demand for carbon-free building technologies with a quality product.
Goal 5: Align Policy to meet other goals.



Principles





• Size
• Amperage
• Voltage
• Grid-interactivity

Demand-side
• Policy Makers
• Program administrators
• Permitting agencies
• Installers

Supply-side
• OEMs

Retrofit-Ready Heat Pump Hot Water Heater Summit
October 22-23

Oakland, CA

Outcomes
• Beginnings of a specification
• Programmatic design outlines
• On-going working group
• Product lists
• Testing procedures





Market Transformation

• Builder and contractor electrification needs assessment
• Contractor accreditation program
• All-electric development and building recognition program
• Finance
• Retrofit-ready HPWH spec and 2 other leadership specs
• Electrical panel innovation report



Consumer Inspiration

• Consumer campaign
• Survey Existing and develop New Market Research
• Target Audience Development
• Messaging and Creative Development
• Campaign Branding and Visual Identity
• Brand, Message and Creative Testing
• Campaign Strategy and Rollout Plan
• Paid and Earned Media Plan

• Induction campaign



Public policy
• State policy alignment

• Rates
• EE and Weatherization
• Funding

• SB 1477
• Title 24
• Existing building policy analysis
• Procurement
• Local government 

• Codes
• Permitting



Research

• Research Agenda
• Customer heating and cooling needs and how decarbonized 

solutions can meet them 
• Meta-analysis on active, relevant pilots and policies with iterative 

reporting and promotion of solutions that may work for California. 
• Technical and commercial readiness of new decarbonization 

technologies and business models; partner with research 
institutions to close the gaps.

• Best practices for trade ally networks and contractor incentives, 
looking at successful models such as NEEA, and how these could 
be applied in the CA context to electrification technologies



Together this Roadmap and Coalition has the strength 
and diversity to create momentum, but reaching 
California’s goals will require leaders in state 
government, industry, and the public to join together to 
chart the course and take action. To gain that 
engagement California needs a critical third ingredient: 
visionary leadership from Governor Newsom. Governor 
Newsom can help California and the world unlock a 
better way of life, and buildings hold a critical key. 



Questions?


